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Need for Battery Standards
Vendor needs to 
understand the 
minimum 
Vendor needs to be 
able to plan a schedule 
and estimate cost




   
based on a certain set 
of minimum 
requirements
Vendor needs clear pass/fail 
criteria to be able to show that 
th i b tt t
Vendor needs to know 
of any unique 
requirements to be able 
to choose the righte r a ery can mee  
performance and safety 
mission requirements
    
battery chemistry and 
optimum design
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Do not have 
any 
requirements 
requ remen s -
Margin of safety or 
performance for one 
team may not be the 
to meet same for another?




Technical Expertise not 
d t ff ti l-may be responsibility 
of owner to carry out 
delta work to meet 
actual requirements
use  cos -e ec ve y 
Leads to Cost and 
Schedule impact
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(Range Safety)Society of Automobile
Military Std.
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spec ca y  













Space vs Ground ?
Large / Small
Voltage (High vs Low)
Capacity (High vs Low)
International
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Open Discussion 
Topics to be addressed:   
1. Need
2 P ti i ti / b hi. ar c pa on mem ers p
3. Application/Unique environment
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